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THE NUMBERS GAME
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It’s literally at the heart of the human.

Two legs, two eyes, two lungs: like the majority of animals, “Homo sapiens” possesses a symmetry that separates the body into two parts, right and left. According
to biologist Vigan geodakian, evolution has over time
generated organisms that are less and less symmetrical.
gravity initially defined an up/down axis in animals with
radial symmetry. Then, sensory organs and the brain
moved up front to improve motility. This disappearance
of symmetries continued, as evidenced in humans and
dolphins by the differentiation of the right and left
hemispheres of the brain. nonetheless, a symmetrical
body is considered a sign of beauty, probably because
it’s an indicator of good health.
Our chromosomes come in pairs, a must for sexual
reproduction in which the offspring receives half of its
genes from each parent. The DnA that makes up each
chromosome itself looks like a ladder made up of
two linked strands. When it unwinds, it sets expression
in motion, copying the genes encoded on one of
its branches.
Two is the only even prime number and, in pairs, shows
its even temper when subjected to arithmetic manipulations: 2+2=2x2=2 2 . Mastered by the chinese in the
third century Bc, the binary system was developed in
Europe by leibniz in the 17th century. In our computers
and other “digital” devices, information is expressed
in base two, with bits that can have either the value 0
or 1. All dual systems (on/off, top/bottom, empty/full…)
can encode a bit. We had to wait until 1941 for the first
binary machine, the Z3 computer invented by the
german Konrad Zuse.
The book of genesis begins in Hebrew with the letter
Beth, which corresponds to the number 2 and symbolizes
perhaps the ultimate duality: even though god created
the World, He’s not part of it; creator and creation are
forever separated. The dichotomy is the simplest of all
classifications. And there are only two types of people:
those who divide people into two categories, and everyone else. DAnIEl SArAgA
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EVOLUTION

HAVING A BIG HEAD
CAN BE FATAL
neanderthal man’s big brain was not an advantage – and
might even have led to his extinction, according to University of Zurich scientist christoph Zollikofer. In collaboration with russian and japanese researchers, he reconstructed 3D images from three neanderthal infant skulls
found in crimea and Syria.
The research shows that neanderthals were born with a
brain that was the same size as that of a modern “Homo
sapiens”. This organ then grew more quickly so that, at
an adult age, they had a brain that was larger – a feat
that required considerable energy expenditure. The scientists hypothesize that this would have resulted in a slowing of other life processes, and major events like sexual
maturity (and death) would have occurred later. This is a
disadvantage in natural selection, which favors efficient
reproduction. “Homo sapiens” managed to reduce his
brain size without losing his edge, allowing him to produce more offspring. just goes to show that intelligence
isn’t everything.

